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IMPOSTER SYNDROME
Lizzie Frank

When Helen struck Hector down in her private chambers, she felt her heart lift
out of her chest in a way it hadn’t since Paris had lifted her out of her window,
back in Sparta, back when she was a child.
When Helen wrapped her fingers around the hilt of the kopis knife she had forced
into Hector’s neck, when she yanked and watched the blood pulse out of him,
Helen pictured the first night of the siege, watching Spartans destroy Trojans over
a child’s decision to climb out a window.
As Hector gripped the hem of her dress, spitting blood with curses as life
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol34/iss1/1
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abandoned him, as his head finally fell back and his eyes turned glassy and white,
Helen could think only of the way Hector had leered at her in life, of the way all
men let their hunger burn bright in their eyes.
Helen undressed Hector slowly, tenderly knelt over him in prayer. She cleansed
the leather and armor and placed the items on her bed, laid out like the shell of a
body. Staring down at the leather pieces, Helen became uncontained ocean foam.
She stripped out of her fine Trojan silks and knelt down beside Hector, painted her
face, her shoulders, her breasts in blood until she mirrored the red chiton Paris
had dressed her in for their wedding. Hector lay as nude as Paris had come down
the aisle.
Helen couldn’t help but laugh, and when she couldn’t stop she had to force her fist
in her mouth. A wedding, of sorts. Helen’s last wedding had caused every man in
Troy and Greece to volunteer their lives. This time Helen would offer her own.
Few knew of the prophecy that inspired Helen’s act of murder. Helen’s husband,
Paris, was one of them. Paris’s second-in-command, Hector, was another. From
the other side, unkillable Achilles. Most likely Menelaus, Helen’s jealous first
husband who led the Spartan charge. Achilles was sure to have told Patroclus, his
own second-in-command, close as brothers since childhood. And Helen knew,
because Paris had a way of moaning all of his most clandestine knowledge into the
crevice of her ear when he pushed into her on the nights he returned from siege.
It was rumored among the foot soldiers that Achilles could not die. He was a beast
on the battlefield. Unstoppable thanks to the protection of his goddess-mother.
But only while Hector lived. Unkillable Achilles, immortal so long as Hector
breathed.
The moment Hector’s eyes turned to gossamer, Achilles was breathing borrowed
air, though it would taste as fresh as ever when the black plume of Hector’s helmet
appeared on the battlefield.
Helen would force the breath out of Achilles. Permanently.
Helen lifted Hector’s breastplate as if it were a baby, shifted it around and
strapped it to her chest. She went through each piece methodically, giving herself
form once more. Hector was a short, sinewy man; his armor fit poorly, but it fit.
Helen slid her hand under the loose pieces and imagined the ease with which an
arrow could pierce her. She would kill Achilles, and then she would die herself. She
Published by eGrove, 2022
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wondered if somewhere in the shadows of her mind, as Paris had kissed her
sweetly and pulled her out the window, if she had known it would always end this
way.
Could Helen be considered guilty? It was in Helen’s name that soldiers on both
sides volunteered their lives. Or was it Paris’s fault? He had confessed while
conquering her that had she fought him, he would have dragged her from the
window, from her husband, from Greece. Could Helen force the blame on Achilles,
that half god who had killed more men than any other soldier, ever? Who was
guilty? Who felt the guilt?
Certainly not Hector. Helen dragged him, wedding regalia and all, into her closet
and pulled the curtains around him. She stood on the opposite side of the barrier,
donned in Hector’s ill-fitting armor, and listened to the memory of Hector’s dying
body hitting the floor with a hollow thud. She imagined how it would sound when
Achilles fell.
Helen had defeated Hector. And now, she would kill Achilles.
*
The battlefield let out a great roar that drowned out Helen’s own heartbeat. The
noise of it seemed to carry her through the fight, ducking and jumping and slicing
and stabbing. Helen had watched the fighting for 10 years, and Paris had panted
strategy and battlefield strategies into her ear since the beginning of it all. But
seeing and hearing held a different weight than dodging attacks on the front.
Achilles rode through the crowd on a golden chariot, throwing spear after spear
from above. For a half-god, Helen had to be disappointed. Fewer than half of his
spears hit their mark. From his chariot, there was open air all around him. He
believed himself to be invincible, but he could be struck down from any angle.
Helen felt Nike, goddess of victory in battle, offer her hand. She saw the path
ahead of her. Helen took a running start and launched herself forward, pushing off
a bent knee, a shoulder, a shield lifted overhead, sending her shooting up and over
Achilles’ chariot, javelin raised above her head and ready to strike.
Achilles’ head bent back and up at her. When their eyes met, Helen understood.
The battlefield didn’t offer victory, only reflection. Kings killing kings, husbands
killing husbands, and now—imposters killing imposters.
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol34/iss1/1
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The dark haired young man clinging for life to Achilles’ chariot, dressed in Achilles’
armor, throwing Achilles’ spears—this was not Achilles. Helen was not Hector.
Maybe they were all guilty.
He seemed to see that guilt in her—they recognized themselves in each other.
Mostly, Helen recognized the flash in his eyes: regretful, disappointed. Eager.
Helen hurtled the spear towards him, caught the flash of relief, the gratitude in
how he turned his impaled chest up to the sky, and then Helen fell to the ground.
The earth erupted around her; Helen somersaulted painfully over her own
shoulders to release momentum. She rolled onto her back and found herself
pinned by adrenaline, lying on her back in dirt made wet by blood.
Above her, Trojans and Spartans alike ran towards the chariot, all feverish to
verify the death of Achilles. An armored foot briefly crushed into Helen’s chest on
its way; she rolled onto her knees and vomited up nekrós, nekrótita, nekrokefalí.
Death, death, death.
Helen forced herself up, wiping her mouth as she stood. Her heart was pounding
with such severity she worried the force of it might knock her back to the ground.
Soldiers were flocking to the chariot, ants swarming a hill where their queen was
attacked. Helen pushed against the tide, bruising and battering herself against the
waves of soldiers.
There was a brutal roar from behind her, and Helen didn’t have to turn to know
the real Achilles had discovered the dead imposter in his armor. She clapped her
hand to her mouth and ducked her head. She had to get off the battlefield.
“Hector!”
Helen forced herself onward. Yes indeed. Hector. Hector.
*
Achilles’ spear struck Helen through the chest. It raised her into the air and tossed
her backwards like a pinned rabbit. The iron point passed through her chest cavity
and ripped the air from her lungs. Helen fell until her toes touched the ground. She
clung to the wooden handle to avoid slipping down another inch.
Published by eGrove, 2022
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Achilles came towards her like a bull, breathing as heavy and stomping harder.
There were no witnesses on the mountaintop. Achilles had demanded Hector
meet him at the peak, and as he came towards her Helen understood why. There
were no witnesses to stop his cruelty. Achilles tossed out his hand and plucked the
spear like a harp. The flexible wood shook through Helen and wrenched a wail
from her insides. Achilles undid the strap under Helen’s chin and Hector’s helmet
fell to earth. Deposition.
Achilles reached out and touched Helen’s face. A crusted flake of Hector’s blood
peeled off her forehead under two of Achilles’ fingers.
“You’re not Hector,” he mused.
Helen bit down on the beginning of a laugh. “No.”
“Who are you?”
Blood dripped down the bronze cuirass hammered to form-fit Hector’s distinctly
wide torso. Fighting back a groan, Helen murmured her name.
Achilles released a fragile breath. “Helen of Sparta?”
Every movement sent the spear vibrating through her. She thought of Paris’s
boyish face, of his then-slender arms lifting her out of the window. Maybe they
were all innocent. “Helen of Troy.”
He stood over her, head blocking out the harsh light of the sun. His hair was
golden, glistening, yet the shadows cast revealed bruises, red eyes, ache. “Hector
is dead?”
“You’re dead too. Anyone can kill you now.”
Achilles considered this; dismissed it with a nod. “Did you kill him?” he asked.
“With a kopis.” The kopis was meant for ritual slaughter. It had met its intended
use.
“Patroclus.” Achilles tongue paused in his mouth. “He died in my chariot, in my
armor. Did you kill him, or was that Hector?”
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol34/iss1/1
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The man in the chariot. Patroclus. Between the two of them, Helen thought she
could see his face reflected in Achilles. When she’d held that javelin up, he had
begged for it. Yet still she burned at the thought of him. “I did.”
Achilles stifled a laugh with the back of his hand, it sounded bizarrely like a sob.
“Your death changes nothing,” he told her. Helen thought his tone was almost
gentle. “The Greeks are after Paris for his dishonor. The war will continue.”
So the war didn’t rest solely on Helen’s shoulders after all. The realization came as
a strange relief, and the adrenaline drained out of Helen’s body, cut loose by
Achilles’ spear. It was getting harder for Helen to keep her eyes open. Somehow,
the warmth of the sun felt frigid on her skin. Her grip was weakening around the
spear handle. She slipped and cried out as she fell deeper into the pike.
“Let me die as Hector,” she said, speaking quickly, knowing she didn’t have much
time. “Cut my face, my hands. Let Hector die here. Not Helen of Troy.”
Achilles pulled his short xiphos sword from the sheath and leveled the blade with
her neck, then raised his final weapon up to the sky. Helen watched the golden
glint of the blade. She thought, uselessly, of Paris smiling as he came nude down
the walkway to marry her.
“Goodbye,” Achilles bowed his head, “Hector. Soldier. Killer of Patroclus. I think
we will meet again soon.”
“Yes,” Helen promised, and as she drew her last breath the god of time, Chronos,
offered her a glimpse into the future. She saw Achilles, struck through the heart by
Paris’s arrow. She saw Paris, pierced with four arrows, the last of which traveled
through his right eye and out the back of his skull. She saw Menelaus, her first
husband whom Paris had stolen her from, fire each of the killing bolts. Around her,
there was only death. She was relieved. It is those left behind who suffer the most.
Helen died with Paris’s name on her lips and Achilles’ spear through her chest. She
did not feel regret.
Patroclus welcomed her with open arms. She walked toward him, one careful step
at a time. Below the narrow pathway, lost souls rumbled like an ocean storm at
night. Black mist splashed her bare feet. Hector’s pained face surfaced. His eyes
recognized her; he bared his teeth before slipping under the other hungry spirits
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with half-dissolved faces.
Helen reached the end of the aisle wearing her red chiton. Patroclus pressed his
palm against hers. She settled her head on his shoulder.
Helen clung to the chiton she had been married in. Paris would be glad to see her
in it when he arrived.

LIZZIE FRANK is a writer originally from a farm who now lives in a place that is
decidedly not a farm. Lizzie loves arts & crafts and will collage on any available
surface. Lizzie loves stories with characters you want to have over for dinner and
then fight in the alley later. Find more of Lizzie’s work in Bear Creek Gazette and
Final Girl Bulletin Board.
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20/20
Rucy Cui
Raven Leilani selected “20/20” as the winner of the 2021 Barry Hannah Prize in
Fiction. Of the story, Leilani writes: “The author writes with enormous control and
feeling about the nature of habit and obfuscation. The language is precise and
surprising, attuned to the emotional and scientific terms of art around
containment and loss of control. An absolute joy to read.”
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-5.25
Because it’s easier, you’ll forgo your glasses. It shocks people who know you, the
shape of your eyes and the bridge of your nose, as if correctional lenses are as
good as blindfolds. And people who don’t know you?
“Your eyes are beautiful.”
At the nightclub, you’re spinning. You blink every so often as lights pulse to
music, a single off-beat moment enough to resuscitate the heart in your chest, to
wash the world in darkness that feels like forever. The world: a sea of men—
some women—but mostly men, with slick clothing, slicked back hair, slicks of
sweat on their foreheads as they dance. Early on in your scientific life, you
learned that if light moves at the speed of light, then its departure is also moving
at the speed of light. Darkness, that is: the absence of light, the byproduct of
light that stops arriving, fast as the speed of light. No, nothing lasts forever.
When it illuminates, the stranger’s mouth is smiling.
“Thank you,” you say.
You follow him to the men’s restroom, wondering about anonymity, the eyes of
the beholder. If someone were to recognize you: the DJ, the bouncer, the
regulars who come every weekend hoping to get lucky in this college town full of
students and hangers-on. Here’s the joke: If a tree falls in a forest and no one is
around to hear it, does it make a sound? If a woman hits rock bottom and no one
is around to see it, not even herself in a way—?
Over a toilet bowl, you snort what’s given to you. It isn’t your usual fare—the
opposite, in fact. Down and then straight back up, this speedball confuses you.
And your heart. Your heart.
-4.00
In the clouds above the Gili Islands, your lover twists to face you and says, “I can
live without it now. So I did a thought experiment.”
“Yes?”
“And it turns out that I can live without you, too."
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He’s always honest with you. You can’t look at him. In the window over his
shoulder, the Gili Islands are visible, glinting like three jagged pieces of sea glass
shot through with light. Amid the blue waters, they are very green, seeming to
suggest: life, lushness, a persistent sweatiness in the walk later from the airport to
the car transfer to the harbor to the charter boat to, finally, your guesthouse on
Gili Trawangan. This trip was booked by him more than six months ago, when,
presumably, at that time he could not yet live without you: two addicts skipping
off to the part of the world that criminalizes them the most. He wanted to dive
with sea turtles.
Now, he sets an alarm to go off every 24 hours, curling what could pass for a
Listerine strip under his tongue. You can’t sleep because you’re on the edge of
tears, so then you crush a blue under the heaviest credit card you own, and
another when the tourist across the aisle falls asleep, and another when your
lover falls asleep, so that he doesn’t have to see you. It’s the Land of Nod until you
remember all over again.
As the plane descends, you reach for him. An object in motion remains in motion,
unless acted upon by an outside force. He knows you’re afraid, so he lets you
squeeze the blood from his fingers. Suppose you were to fly into a bird? Another
airplane? Suppose you died like this, imagining what it would be like to uncleave
from each other.
Later, at the guesthouse, you’ll have taken your glasses off for a nap, the scrapings
of withdrawal restored by the time you wake, back to your natural state. You’ll
search your toiletry bag. And when the Tylenol bottle—yes, very clever—slips and
scatters its contents, you’ll bend to your hands and knees, trying to convert
blurriness into meaning. After all, Galileo never actually climbed to the top of the
leaning tower of Pisa. He thought about a heavy object tied to a light one, and
whether mass or drag mattered more. Ping, ping, ping, each bounce like a
hypodermic needle right between the eyes. You’re alone, running out of money.
For you, it’s not so much a breakthrough as a cold seep-through, your lover
snoring just over your shoulder, peaceful. The pills are round and sky blue, the
floor speckled with shiny black beetles because everything seems to proliferate
here, especially the bugs, especially the panic. How could he.

-3.00
You show your mortality in similar ways: both of you full off a piece of toast, both
of you with skin around the eyes like inside seams of a plastic bag. But out of the
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blue, he has started driving an hour from your suburban college town in Southern
California to the coastline, for surfing lessons. He grew up in Iowa, his parents the
preeminent ophthalmologists of the Midwest and majority stakeholders at one of
the country’s largest health provider systems. The ocean, a recent hobby of his. He
has a lovely tan now: still a plastic bag, around the eyes, but brown and burnished,
as if they’re crinkled from the sun.
Lately, he’s been training the newest batch of research assistants, one of whom is
from Hawaii. Her eyes are tea-colored. While she seems to have sparked his
outdoors obsession, you’re careful to note that she never accompanies him. They
chat about ocean currents over the Van de Graaff generator.
“If you’ll just try it—” he says to you one day, about surfing. This a ghostly echo of
another conversation, not so long ago.
You’re sitting in lab together arguing. Sometimes it strikes you, these
incompatibilities, and makes you dig your heels in further. When you were a child,
every day was Opposite Day. You would point out the self-referential paradox
—“It’s Opposite Day” meaning that it’s not, and “It’s not Opposite Day” also
meaning, to the uninitiated, that it’s not, the holiday therefore impossible to
communicate—and your parents would laugh and laugh. This memory pains you.
When it comes to you and him, at least, you like to think that the electrostatic
forces between you are unavoidable: a positively charged object will always
attract a negatively charged one.
“The drive,” you say, and that’s enough to shut him up.
Soon, you turn 25 and receive from him a most practical birthday gift: a trip to
Iowa for LASIK eye surgery. It’s timed so that you can take a week to recover
before preparing for qualifying exams, staring at computers all day all over again.
For you, plane rides are of course more endurable than car rides because
statistical probability is on your side. You have to remind yourself of that
throughout the flight.
Iowa isn’t as flat as you assumed. At the farmer’s market, you buy duck eggs. At his
parents’ office, you fixate on the posters everywhere proclaiming: Drs. Terrance
and Louise Hyver, official ophthalmologists of the Quad Cities River Bandits!
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After some initial tests, an aide finds you to deliver the news. Your corneas are too
thin for surgery: a highly heritable trait, whereby you’ve twice drawn the short
end of the stick. No one else in your family needed glasses. The aide describes your
cornea as if she’s talking about the craggy surface of the moon. Most
ophthalmologists are too conservative to touch you with a ten-foot American
flagpole.
His parents are disappointed. They like you, but more than that, they feel sorry for
you. The next day, before you leave, a consolation gift: a DNA testing kit and
analysis.
“They know about us,” he says.
“What do you mean?”
You’re hugging your knees on the front stoop of his house, a stunning Tudor
revival mansion a short jog from the Mississippi River. You just learned that his
parents built it themselves, which astounds you, this being far outside what you
considered, as a Californian, the realm of possibility. If they were alive, perhaps
your parents would’ve retired here: canvassing for the Democratic Party, cooking
farm-to-table meals.
“I got the same DNA kit for my birthday,” he says. “These things can detect it all.
Including, variants in genes for opioid receptors. That’s us. Our opioid receptors
were fucked from the start.”
In keeping with architectural tradition, there’s no porch. He stands above you in
the doorway, sunlight coaxing the ends of his hair into little fireflies. Despite
everything, he is resiliently good and optimistic. The implication being: you’re the
bad one. He knits scarves he doesn’t wear, but donates. At restaurants, you never
tip more than 15%. Were you fucked from the start? If not for him? If not for your
family?

-2.00
Suddenly, out of nowhere, a remarkable blemish on your body: an ingrown hair
that prevents you from crossing your legs or riding your bike to campus. After less
than a week, it becomes infected and impossible to ignore.
You’re both physicists, and the lab down the hall belongs to who you consider the
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lazier scientists, the chemists, who nevertheless have all the necessary supplies,
and often most of the desirable ones, too. As graduate students, you’re
accustomed to the laws of your exceptionalism, to freeloading and freewheeling,
stealing everything from food to printing to heavily regulated chemicals from the
university. Your roommate synthesizes her own DMT.
That day, the doorbell rings. “Ready?” he asks when you answer. He unzips his
contraband: needles, tweezers, disinfecting equipment.
“No,” you say.
“Do you trust me?”
Back in your bedroom, you lay down, and he drops his head between your legs. It
must be a minor surgical operation, you’re thinking, as you gaze up at the popcorn
ceiling, listening to your roommate fry up an egg in the kitchen. A pinprick of pain
that turns into an incision. When you tense your abdominal muscles and lift your
neck and torso, you can’t see his expression, but you can imagine the constricted
pupils, the brow furrowed in concentration. Him, near and dear. You want to
absorb him through your cunt like a black hole absorbs all matter within its event
horizon: selfishly, a singularity that destroys as much as it possesses. It sounds
contrived—and awfully convenient that he has his head between your legs at the
moment. But there you go: later, you’ll marvel that this is love.
-1.00
In the very same bed, after the first time you and he have sex, you lay on your back
and he lays on his shoulder, facing you.
“I need a better angle of approach than that!” he jokes, trying to spoon you.
Despite yourself, you laugh. He’s charismatic, intense. But as the sex was
unfolding, you felt almost as if you were the one pressuring him into it. Afterward,
he disappeared into the bathroom for even longer than you, reappearing shyly,
wiping his nose on the back of his hand like a small child. It’s a bit of a relief when
Thanksgiving and then winter break rolls around; you won’t have to puzzle this
over. Twice, you drive an hour home to Santa Ana and back. Both times, your
mother teases you when you say you’re not dating anyone, not really, and your
father asks how your research is going. It’s nice being coddled. You decide to focus
on academic matters only, once you’re back at school. And you’ve returned for
about a week—the semester building again from a lull to a bustle—when a
Christmas tree tied to a sedan on the freeway comes loose,
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol34/iss1/1
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slamming through the windshield of the car behind it, your parents’. It was meant
for the recycling center. An object in motion, you’ll think to yourself. An object in
motion.
Now, from him, spooning of the spoon feeding variety. He dribbles pho past your
lips, stopping just short of chewing the noodles for you. The counselor
you’reassigned is on the payroll of the university, so you speak in platitudes,
afraid of losing your graduate fellowship: “I can’t believe it. I—”
One day, you forgo your glasses for the first of many times and drive southbound
on the I-15. You look at the speedometer: blurry. A miracle you haven’t drifted
across six lanes of traffic yet. Soon, the border is another twenty minutes away.
Growing up, everyone around you commuted to Tijuana for braces before
graduating to more serious work: cheap tattoos, LASIK eye surgery. Your mother
wanted to take you, would exclaim that you were prettier without your glasses by
far. You didn’t care. You were the smartest in your class, so you knew what the
future held.
Blindly, you merge to exit. In your myopia, the freeway signs swim like
chalkboards from your childhood. You fell in love with physics because it
governed the natural world around you. But you had to sit at the front of the
classroom, always.
He’ll cradle you like a small child. “Can I suggest something?” he asks in bed. He
rubs his nose, where the cartilage is so soft that his knuckle halves and presses it,
like a jelly bean, into the side of his cheek. He sighs. You start to get the idea that
you’re two small children, the both of you, together, against the world. Gathering
momentum. You’ll follow him anywhere. “If you’ll just try it—” he says.

RUCY CUI is an MFA candidate at the University of Wyoming. Her fiction has
been awarded the Bennington Fiction Prize, judged by Pam Houston. Her
nonfiction appears in Lonely Planet. On Twitter, she can be found lurking
@rucycui.
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LEO SEASON
Leah Yacknin-Dawson
Raven Leilani selected “Leo Season” as the runner-up for the 2021 Barry Hannah
Prize in Fiction.

Clementine ate a strawberry popsicle on the stoop. Everything was different. The
night before, she had spoken to Jan for the first time in almost one year.
Jan and Clementine had been together three years when Jan moved from the Bay
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol34/iss1/1
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to Boston for law school. Clementine left Oakland one year later to get her MFA in
Houston. So they broke up because of distance, but that’s not all. The last few
months of their relationship, Clementine swung wildly between resentment and
obsession. She had not felt certain of the future, for herself or her relationship,
and it made her deeply anxious. Some weeks she’d cling to Jan. Other times, she
became resentful and pontificated hideous admissions in an effort to push Jan
away and prove herself unlovable.
Clementine felt competitive towards people who existed in Jan’s daily life and
even towards Jan herself, whom Clementine, in smaller moments, believed was
preventing her from living life fully in Houston.
About an hour into their conversation last night, Clementine realized the impetus
behind the call was for Jan to break the news that she was dating Sarah, Jan’s best
friend from law school, a girl whom Clementine had met and learned to like over
the dozen or so times she’d visited Jan in Boston. Sarah and Jan were not only
dating, but lived together. Jan said they planned to move to New York City in the
fall.
Jan and Clementine both wept during the conversation, Clementine more,
although it was her performative indifference and general awfulness that
catalyzed their break-up in the first place. The next day, Jan texted an apology for
blindsiding her and Clementine asked to speak again to “clear some stuff up.”
Next to the carcass of a popsicle, Clementine’s phone buzzed. It was Noah. She
had been sleeping with him for a few months now, but they weren’t exclusive.
Noah was a skinny drummer who also regularly slept with his ex-girlfriend.
Clementine slept with other people too, but never consistently. In the past six
months she’d had more one-night stands than the rest of her life combined.
Clementine wasn’t entirely sure what she wanted to say to Jan. Just that she
wanted to hear her voice again, and also force Jan to acknowledge her at least
once more before Jan and Sarah disappeared forever into the rosy baths of new
love.
*
That evening, they spoke again for an hour. Jan assured Clementine that she’d
always love her, although they were no longer in love. Clementine was reluctant
to end the call, though Jan implied her desire to hang up several times. Finally, in a
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flash of objectivity, Clementine became so humiliated by the lopsided power
dynamic that she abruptly pressed “end” without saying goodbye.
She waited to see if Jan would call back. She didn’t, and to soothe herself,
Clementine opened the internet to search flights from Houston to New York.
Although she had cried a lot during the conversation, scrolling now through
Google Flights, Clementine felt better. She knew it was because Jan’s attention
was momentarily focused on her, not Sarah, and processing their conversation.
A few hours later, Clementine started feeling awful again. She felt that she would
vomit, thinking of Sarah comforting Jan, so she walked to the bathroom and knelt
by the toilet. She didn’t throw up, even though the sick feeling stayed knotted into
Clementine’s belly and throat. A dull ache hummed behind her eyeballs.
After a while, Clementine moved to the living room and lay on the floor until the
cat Tippy came and nuzzled her toes. She began to cry. Clementine felt very
pathetic and wished she could channel that sense of pathetic-ness into something
creative, like writing a short story or lesson-planning for the week.
Over the summer, she taught middle-schoolers creative writing. It was an easy gig
that simultaneously bored and exhausted her. To class, her students wore shoes
that cost more than Clementine’s entire salary.
Her phone buzzed. Come to Oats, her friend Sean wrote. There’s a bunch of us
here.

I can’t, typed Clementine. I’m depressed.
Literally so is everyone, he texted back. Just come. So she put on a bra, clasped
sandal straps around her ankles, and made her way to the bar. Sean, Luis, Devonte
and Laura were drinking negronis and eating gyoza. Sean and Devonte were gay
Black men. Luis was Latinx and non-binary. Laura was a straight white cis woman.
She was self-conscious about that, and tried to group herself with Clementine,
who was also white, but queer. Or had been, at least.
“What’s wrong with your face?” Luis asked Clementine. Clementine’s eyes were
very puffy. She reached her hands to her face and pushed on the swollen lids. They
felt inflated and hurt to touch. She told them about Jan. For a few minutes they
were all sympathetic. In an effort to make her feel better, they said things that
made her feel worse, like that Clementine was hotter than Sarah and that Jan was
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“You should fuck someone tonight,” said Sean. “Distract yourself.”
On the walk home, Clementine texted Noah. You up? she wrote. Yeah. How u
doin? he replied. Clementine stood with her key in the door, biting her lip and
staring at the screen. She wrote then deleted then rewrote, In bed. Want you
inside of me.
She went inside and filled up her water bottle. After a few minutes, Noah replied.
That’s tempting. I’m behind on work tho. Raincheck?
Clementine lay down on the living room floor. She closed and re-opened her
phone. She decided to play Tinder and Her for twenty minutes, then move to her
bed and get a good night’s sleep. Instead, she lay on the wooden floor for hours,
staring at the bright screen and checking Sarah and Jan’s Venmo interactions.
They shared groceries, Clementine noticed. They shopped at Trader Joe’s.
Clementine had always suspected Sarah was in love with Jan. It was obvious. But
when she brought it up to Jan during 1L, Jan was so surprised by the suggestion
that Clementine dropped the subject. Besides, Clementine decided, she trusted
Jan’s commitment to morality. Her loyalty to Clementine and their relationship.
When Jan told her about Sarah, Clementine had immediately felt a perverse sense
of validation. But when she said, “I always knew,” Jan said, “Did you?” in a way that
suddenly made Clementine second-guess herself and think that maybe she was
retroactively seeking some sort of explanation. That she had not, in fact, ever
suspected Sarah’s love for Jan up until this very moment.
It helped when she texted Laura later and Laura replied, So sorry. I know you
always thought that about Sarah.
Clementine was backstalking Sarah’s Instagram. She found the first photo Sarah
took of Jan from law school orientation. Before they started dating, Jan and Sarah
frequently posted photos of each other with captions like bff-versary. These days,
their captions were simpler, like a single emoji or funny geotag.
When they were together, Clementine and Jan often talked about the
performative aspects of social media. They agreed that posting frequent pictures
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of your romantic partner was obnoxious and gauche. But scrolling now through
Sarah’s feed, Clementine wondered if Jan secretly did appreciate the gesture, and
if she had wished Clementine posted more photos of them when they were dating.
In the two years Clementine visited Boston, she had gotten to know Sarah. She
considered her a genuine friend in some ways, had asked her opinion on things like
what to wear to Jan’s brother’s wedding.
In some ways, Clementine reflected, they were similar. Both she and Sarah were
self-deprecating, and enjoyed pop culture, although they understood the concept
was frivolous and embarrassing. They both considered it important that people
like them.
But Sarah was very earnest about her relationships. She was extremely active on
social media and had at least three finsta accounts. People always knew if she was
on Whole30 or when one of her grandparents or childhood pets had died. She
wrote long and sincere captions about important people in her life. She never tried
to be cool. Of course, she struggled with depression and other common ailments
like disordered eating. But she was incredibly optimistic. Her general disposition
was shiny and bright. She always saw the best in people, and was enthusiastic
about even mundane events, in an effort to make things fun and inclusive.
Clementine was moody and selfish, and sulked when things did not go her way.
She grew up consumed by a desire to be hip. This ensured her popularity in middle
and high school, but as an adult, made her decidedly less cool than people who’d
never tried. She was open about things other people weren’t, like sex and how
much money she made and struggles with mental health. But she was extremely
concerned with people’s perceptions of her. She felt nervous to be associated with
anyone — family members, friends, romantic interests — in case they did anything
that embarrassed her, or were disliked by people she wanted to like her, even if
she actually loved the people those strangers disliked more than she wanted the
approval of said strangers.
Another difference, Clementine thought, between the two of them was that Sarah
enjoyed doing things, like going to concerts and outdoor plays. Clementine was
lazy, especially when she was with Jan, whom she felt comfortable around and
enjoyed cuddling in bed with more than rock climbing or picnicking with large
groups of people. They had enjoyed hiking though, and went on multiple camping
trips together. But then Clementine saw on Instagram that Jan took Sarah to
Yosemite, where they had camped a few years prior with Jan’s family, and
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Clementine realized Jan did not think of camping as “their thing,” but rather an
activity they both enjoyed doing and would continue doing even now that they
were apart.
Clementine’s throat thickened; she had to open her mouth to inhale. She was
surprised by the physicality of the pain, how sadness could manifest in very bodily
ways.
*
Clementine made coffee with a French Press. She felt ill and buzzed from caffeine.
Her pupils were black and huge.
That morning, she’d drafted an almost 3,000-word email to Jan. She hoped it
explained her regrets and love in a way that sounded unique and not cliché. She
hoped it made Jan realize she was still in love with Clementine, that her
relationship with Sarah was unfulfilling and meaningless.
Clementine sat at her kitchen table, thumbing through a book of Kenneth Koch
poetry and trying to find words combined beautifully enough to alter her
emotional state. Sean was drinking seltzer and rolling a joint on the living room
couch.
“Grindr daddy wants to meet us for drinks,” he said. “He’ll pay.”
Clementine nodded before the words settled through her skull. “Oh. Wait, what?
Not me. I don’t want to.”
“We need to get out of the house,” said Sean.
“It’s too hot. I can’t.” Clementine was reading the poem “To Marina” and hadn’t
realized she’d begun to cry. She wiped away the watersalt. Sean moved from the
couch to the kitchen table.
He kissed her forehead and held up the joint. “It’s the weekend. We should try.”
Sean’s Grindr date bought them gin and tonics. Before Clementine could tell him
no, another drink appeared, sweaty with water beads, the lip of the glass wedged
between a thick slice of neon lime. This happened three more times and
Clementine became very drunk. In the Lyft to a gay club, Sean and Grindr Daddy
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made out in the backseat. The driver politely ignored all three of them.
Clementine considered the next time her and Jan would speak.
She could either send Jan a congratulations text for completing the bar exam or
wait for Jan to send her a birthday text. On the phone, Clementine had asked
when Jan was taking the test. Jan told her two weeks and then quickly added, I
probably won’t have time to talk before then.
Clementine had been horrified to realize Jan thought she’d been asking if they
could speak again before the bar. Maybe she shouldn’t text her congratulations,
Clementine thought, in case it made her seem even more desperate.
The club swirled around her. Besides a bachelorette party, Clementine was the
only woman there. She went to the bathroom with Sean and did a few bumps of
cocaine off a stranger’s keys. Her head felt heavy, like wet paper.
Out of habit, she opened her phone and took a selfie of her and Sean in the
bathroom mirror. Later, Clementine would look at the photo and in the upper
corner, notice a couple having sex in the bathroom stall, door half-open, a pair of
buttocks milk-bright against the wall.
*
Clementine was still consumed by thoughts of Jan and Sarah. But she’d
memorized their entire internet relationship, and she was exhausted. That
morning, Jan’s brother had commented, “Love you cuties,” underneath a
graduation photo of the couple. On Venmo, Jan paid Sarah for brunch plus three
blue heart emojis and a mermaid.
Knots squeezed so tightly inside Clementine’s chest, she had to leave her students
in the classroom and jog to the bathroom to sob. After class, she deleted
Instagram from her phone. She went for a run, but it was too hot and her knee
hurt, so she stopped after two miles. She undressed in front of the mirror, face
bloated and red, and grabbed at the fat along her hips. She was tan in a way that
illuminated the stretchmarks on her thighs and breasts. Against darker flesh, they
stood out like glow worms.
Clementine thought about Jan and Sarah in bed together, Jan caressing Sarah and
taking off her shirt and bra.
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Her mouth watered. She vomited into the kitchen sink.
Afterwards, she felt slightly better, like the ejaculation of bile had loosened some
of her organ knots. Clementine thought how ordinary this pain was, how almost
every person in the world had, at some point in time, felt split-open and sick from
lost or unrequited love. It was almost unbelievable, that everyone should go
through these feelings and still exist in the world, perform normal activities like
setting alarms and poaching eggs and riding the public bus to school.
In bed Clementine started to touch herself. She’d been masturbating a lot, usually
to thoughts of Jan or gay male porn or both. Almost every time she came, she
wept. This time after climaxing, Clementine walked back to the kitchen, made
toast and spread blackberry preserve across the top. The clots of blackberries
were dark purple, but the liquid from the fruit was a much lighter shade of red. It
reminded Clementine of the first days of her period.
After she finished eating, Clementine walked back to her bedroom, where she
smoked weed and read Orlando by Virginia Woolf. She gave up after realizing
she’d read the same page for twenty minutes. Then she opened her laptop and
watched Netflix for hours, until her alarm went off and signaled it was dawn.
*
Noah knocked on the door.
“Hey,” he said, and dropped his messenger bag on the couch. Clementine was
grateful to feel a small ripple through her pelvis. It comforted her to know that sex
with someone else could excite or distract her, even if she was objectively
uninterested in them as a human.
“I’m starving. Do you have food?” Noah walked to the kitchen and opened the
refrigerator. Clementine followed him, wrapped her arms around his waist and
kissed the back of his neck. Images of Jan moved under her eyelids. Noah
untangled himself. “Let’s eat first,” he said.
“I already ate,” said Clementine.
“Okay.” He pulled a beer and almond milk from the fridge. “Is there cereal?”
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Clementine took a box of granola from the pantry. She retrieved a bowl from the
cupboard and poured in some granola. “Almond milk is gross,” said Noah. He took
a spoon from the drawer and leaned against the stove to eat. “Are you lactoseintolerant?”
“No,” said Clementine. “You know I’m not.”
He finished the cereal, then opened the can of beer, took a long swig and burped.
“I found the funniest YouTube channel today. Want to see?”
They lay in bed and watched unfunny videos of a man eating canned food from
World War II and gagging up the remnants around his backyard. After a few
videos, Clementine exited the tab.
“What time is it?” asked Noah.
“Late,” she said.
“Come here,” he told her. They kissed. Noah pushed his tongue between her teeth
and removed her bra. He began to touch her. Clementine moaned theatrically.
“You’re so wet,” he said.
Clementine couldn’t decide if sex with Noah was actually fun, or if it was just
something she felt she should do, as a way to ascertain if she missed Jan or if her
despair stemmed purely from territorial jealousy.
After they finished, they lay naked and entwined. Noah was always very nice after
sex. He’d spoon her and trace the freckles on her back and say things like, You’re
beautiful and, Want me to get you water?
Now it was almost midnight. Clementine opened her laptop to watch an episode
before they slept. The letter to Jan glowed across the screen. “What’s that?” asked
Noah.
Clementine closed the computer. “Nothing.”
“Oh, a secret,” he smiled, and opened his phone.
“It’s just,” Clementine sat up in bed, letting the sheet fall to her waist and exposing
her breasts. The moonlight pushed through the window curtains and washed the
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room in pale green. “I found out my ex is dating someone else. I always assumed
we’d get back together. And now we won’t.”
Silence settled over the room like a net. Clementine regretted her honesty. But
then Noah put his phone away and said, “That sucks. I’m sorry. Does he know you
want him back?”
“She.”
“What?”
Clementine corrected him reflexively, without considering the implications. She
had enjoyed, been amused, that Noah thought she was straight. It was easier.
She’d found early on that while straight men relished supporting theoretic queer
relationships, in practice, it was difficult for them to exhibit attraction towards
people who at times voluntarily eschewed cock.
“Her name is Jan,” said Clementine. “I dated a woman for four years.”
“Oh,” Noah said with an air of faux-casualness. “I didn’t know.” He felt on the floor
for his boxers and pulled them on. Clementine crossed her arms over her chest.
“How do you feel?” she said.
“Feel? Fine.” Noah blinked. “You never mentioned you were into girls.”
“You never asked.”
“I mean, it’s cool. I hooked up with that guy in school.”
They had talked once about how, when Noah was in college, he’d had a fling with a
boy on his floor. But they’d never had penetrative sex. The way he explained it, the
boy gave Noah a few blow jobs before Noah started dating his girlfriend.
Clementine was the first person he’d told.
“So do you like, prefer girls?”
“What?”
“Like, over dudes. Do you prefer girls?”
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“Could you be more transparent?”
Noah laughed. The tension burst, and Clementine laughed too. She moved into his
chest and tucked her chin along his collarbone. After a few moments she said, “Are
you less attracted to me now?”
Noah played with her hair. “No,” he said. “I don’t think so. I mean, it’s odd imagining
you with anyone else. I don’t want to sound not woke or whatever. But I can’t
really picture you with a girl. You seem so into it, when we have sex.”
“I am into it,” said Clementine.
“Right,” he said. “Yeah.” Then, “Maybe it hurts my ego a little bit, or makes me feel
insecure, to imagine you with women.”
“Why?”
There was a pause. Finally Noah said, “I honestly don’t know. Probably that thing
you always talk about. Toxic masculinity or whatever.”
“Hm.” Clementine blinked. She felt her eyelashes brush against his chest. “Should I
try to get her back?”
“Do you want her back?” Noah asked. He was twirling a lock of her hair around his
index finger and every so often, pulled hard enough to create sensation.
Clementine frowned. “I don’t know.”
“I guess figure that part out first,” he said.
Clementine smirked. “Thank you. Very helpful.”
They laughed again. Noah sighed. “I’m not good with these things. I never know
what I want. Usually by the time I figure it out, it’s too late, or I only know for sure
because the opportunity has gone, and so it finally feels safe admitting how I feel.”
“Huh,” said Clementine. “Yes.”
Noah tugged her hair. “Can we turn the fan on?”
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They fell asleep. When she woke the next morning, he’d already left for work.

*

Stopping at Wok & Roll. Want anything? Noah texted her.
Chicken and broccoli, wrote Clementine. Brown rice plz.
They’d been hanging out more frequently, having sleepovers every other night or
so. Last weekend, Noah got very drunk and told her that he loved her. Clementine
did not respond, nor did she bring it up the next morning. She assumed that he was
blackout and indeed, he asked her later whether they’d had sex the night before.
They had tried, but he couldn’t stay hard.
After he asked that, Clementine was glad they had not had sex, even though Noah
likely wouldn’t have felt weird about it if they did.
Her summer gig was ending. Soon Clementine would start teaching English at a
private high school in Houston. She worried about starting a full-time job again,
gaining weight, and never completing her collection of short stories, which she
hadn’t worked on since she found out about Sarah and Jan.
The email to Jan still lived in Clementine’s draft folder. Every few days, she
considered sending it. But then she’d become indecisive and wonder if potentially
exploding both of their lives was worthwhile.
*
“Who texted you?” asked Luis. They were having drinks at Oats. “Noah,”
Clementine said. Luis rolled their eyes. Luis was her most difficult friend. But she
enjoyed their company because of their grating honesty. “I’m a triple Leo,” they’d
say coolly. “Get over it.”
At Oats, they gossiped about their queer kickball team, Luis’s wisdom teeth
surgery, and the waning relevancies of Camille Paglia and Andy Cohen. Luis asked
if she’d spoken to Jan recently. “Only a text after the bar exam and on my
birthday,” said Clementine. “I thought we’d talk on the phone, but.” She sipped a
Bloody Mary.
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“I guess she’s moving to New York soon.” Luis looked at her. Clementine could not
make eye-contact and so instead looked at her hands. “I’m stuck.”
“Well,” Luis took a long sip of their old-fashioned. “Do you love her or the idea of
having her? You haven’t seen each other in over a year. No offense. If you weren’t
dating such a fuckboy, would you be pining for her?”
“I don’t know.” Clementine removed her sunglasses and folded them in her lap. “I
know the intensity of these feelings will pass. I don’t believe in one soulmate. But if
the world is ending, why not fight for this?” She swallowed. “Then I think if Jan is
happy, I don’t want to ruin that for her. Maybe I’m being totally selfish. And Sarah
–”
“Fuck Sarah.”
“Yeah.”
“No. Fuck Sarah. It’s Leo season, bitch. She’s not a factor here.” Luis finished their
drink and reached for Clementine’s. “Here’s what I think about the email. Jan’s her
own person. She can make an educated choice about whether she wants to try
again. What you need to know is if she says yes, will you want to try?” Luis looked
hard at Clementine. “The second you press send, what you want will change. What
comes after you’ve said what you wanted to say?”
Clementine pressed her palms against her face. A phone vibrated. Noah was
calling her; he was outside of her apartment with dinner. Briefly, Clementine
imagined it was Jan, steaming containers pressed against her chest, scowling at
her phone, face brightening as Clementine appeared around the corner.
Clementine blinked hard. “I have to go.” She kissed Luis’s cheek. “Venmo me for
drinks.”
“Whore,” Luis said happily. “Text me tomorrow.”
*
It was almost dawn. Noah snored loudly next to Clementine. In pale green
darkness, Clementine opened her phone. Sarah had posted an Instagram story of
Jan. They were packing for New York. In the video, Jan was laughing and wearing a
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backwards hat. She looked tan.
Before Clementine could think, she opened her email, dredged the message from
her drafts and clicked send. Her heart raced terrifically. “Holy shit,” she said aloud.
She’d read somewhere that most people who jump off bridges regret their choice
the second they become airborne. In this moment, Clementine could not tell if she
was jumping to safety or into an abyss. Only either way, she felt very much alive.
She closed her laptop. She watched the sunrise.
Whatever happened, she had done something. She had not moped or lingered
passively on what if’s and regrets. She had, in some way, moved her own life
forward.
Wasn’t that the point?

LEAH YACKNIN-DAWSON is a writer from Pittsburgh, PA. She recently earned
her MFA from the University of Texas at Austin, where she was the recipient of
the Fania Kruger Fellowship. Leah’s work has appeared in StoryQuarterly, Hobart
Pulp, Number:INC, and more.
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WHAT WORLD, WHAT THINGS
Gillian Leichtling

Last night I dreamed I tried to walk a tiger on a leash. On the light rail to work I still
feel the tug of the great cat, my stomach resisting the forward momentum as the
train car lurches past tarp-covered tents, piled-up bicycle wheels, a woman on a
curb petting the head of a hairless dog next to possessions or trash.
Across from me, a small girl with damp lips and chubby legs sits sideways to face
her big sister.
“Can I kiss you?” she asks her sister.
“No, you can just touch me.”
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My own older sister might have said the same thing to me when we were small.
She had a clear and specific understanding of how to live, from the earliest age.
She was a person who believed in exercise but cheated at yoga, playing the videos
in the living room while she toggled between neck rolls and stirring some
aspirational vindaloo on the stove, wiggling her toes instead of mindfully
breathing. Her milk-blue teeth looked irradiated, constantly upstaging her fine
nose and delicate freckles the color of a burnt sienna crayon. She called me on
Sundays to suggest soup recipes and Netflix shows and subtly imperious ways to
cold-shoulder my coworker who she felt disrespected my skills. One wall of her
bedroom was reserved for her Intentional Life Planning board, where post-it
notes for Work for Reproductive Justice jostled against Remodel Downstairs Bath
and Visit Barcelona.
That was before her Danish Modern cottage slid down the hillside in a wreckage
of mud that buried her and everything she owned. Wildfires had consumed the
vegetation, then a deluge of rain swept the hill bare of twenty homes. Her body
was recovered and we cremated her so our parents in St. Louis had something to
bury and I could scatter her in the forested park where she power-walked each
weekend. The text strings and photos on my phone froze in time and I found I had
no one to share emojis or commiserate about the price of almonds or confirm that
I exist as a human body in this world.
I’m not as capable as she was. At social gatherings— a holiday party for my
department, a fundraiser my sister pressed me to attend— I avoid the buffet table
with its treacherous kale leaves and dipping suces and unclear protocols around
fork vs. finger foods. A crowded drinks table can intimidate me into dehydration.
Afterward I regret everything I tried or failed to say. “You are the smartest person
I know,” my sister would say, the cucumber scent of her lotion wafting as she
waved her hands in exasperation. “Who knows more about Pacific coast
zooplankton than you do? So why can’t you manage a conversation?”
Here’s the thing about zooplankton: They are weak swimmers who drift with the
currents. Each disruption in their environment changes everything for them.
*
The train stops in the oldest part of the city, where historic buildings provide
single room occupancy and free hot meals. We wait for an old man in a motorized
wheelchair to board the train, and a city smell wafts in—damp cement and
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restaurant garbage and an undercurrent of sun-hardened dog shit.
This is one of the places in the city where our future collapse is most near, one of
the places we enact our cycles of destruction and repair. Above the city, the debris
of my sister’s life has already been hauled away and the hillside is propped up with
plastic webbing and concrete retaining walls.
Sometimes I think: It’s hard to figure out how to live when the world is falling
apart. But then I think the opposite: It’s hard to worry about the world falling
apart when we are so busy solving the important questions of our days, like: Do
we really need to presoak our beans? Will anyone care about my article on the
feeding habits of pyrosomes? Am I the only one who wakes in the night and for a
moment feels that the entire world has drifted away?
But so far, the world and its self-propelled ecologies continue. Beyond routine,
what reason do I have to get up on a Sunday? My sister might say: The world is
important, there are important things to do. But what world, what things? You’re
important, she might say. But to whom, for what?
*
The train stops under a big-leaf maple overhanging a parking lot crowded by food
carts and we are in the shadow of its dark rustling leaves, an errant black branch
almost touching our window. The small girl stands in her seat and a tendril of spit
stretches from her open mouth. Her face wavers between interest and worry.
I remember when I was a child lying on the ground looking up at the wide canopy
of an oak tree in our yard. Once, I felt a sudden reversal of vantage point, like the
earth I clung to loomed above the tree’s web below, a web that might catch me or
let me slip through. The moment passed when I sat up and saw our house planted
there, but I never forgot this feeling of a world upended.
What I can’t allow myself to think about is how my sister died. Whether she let
herself slide or grasped any passing thing, any tree or post left standing. I can’t
think about her shiny hair and excellent grammar and pet names for
hummingbirds that visited her feeders— all of her washed away by rain, buried in
mud, burned to ash, scattered by wind.
This will happen to us all, I reassure myself— each of us becoming everything else.
The train pulls away and the small girl wobbles. The older girl steadies her back. I
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stand by the exit and the train exhales me and already my mind is moving forward
to the zooplankton that must be counted and already I am forgetting that the
world has fallen, is falling, will fall.

GILLIAN LEICHTLING works in social/health research in Portland, OR. Her
writing appears or is forthcoming in jmww and Waxwing Literary.
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LOVIE
Annie Vitalsey

Lil should have said no to the snake. She should have told Flip to take it back to
wherever he got it. She should have told him it was insane, a ten-foot snake in a
one-bedroom apartment, worming its way into their couch cushions, tangling
itself in their sheets. The snake was midnight-black, smelled of fish, of dried out
grass, it moved across their kitchen floor with a violence, as thick around as her
own thigh.
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She should have said no, but she couldn’t. Not when Flip stood there with it, his
face red and sweaty from the mask, his glasses fogged.
“Isn’t he beautiful?” Flip asked her. “He was the last one they had.”
Flip had looked so young, there in the kitchen, that snake squirming out of the bag
he used to carry it home. Lil had seen pictures of Flip as a boy, but they hadn’t met
until college. His sweet face, curious and open. She pictured him small and felt
awash with tenderness.
“Let’s call him Lovie,” said Flip.
“Can I—ruminate?” said Lil. She didn’t know why she said it like that. Lately, her
mouth felt forever cotton, her tongue slow and swollen from lack of use.
“Sure,” Flip said.
*
The first month of lockdown had been, Lil was embarrassed to think now, nice. The
two of them, alone together, having cozy sex. Sex like burrowing into the ground.
Sometimes, they did it in the middle of the day. They heard stories about people
dying, what it felt like to suffocate to death. Heart attacks. Little, spiked particles
carried through the air conditioning. But everything felt so far away. They rinsed
their hands and stayed home.
After that, though, the months began to blur. The sex stopped. Too stressed, Flip
had said. Too much going on in the world. The president, he wants to feed us
bleach. When was the last time you hugged somebody? Looked somebody in the
eye without fear?
“Do you still love me?” Lil had asked him.
“Yes,” he had said, but he sounded short, like he was annoyed.
She didn’t know what else to do but watch TV.
*
Lil hated the snake at first. He curled himself under their bed and stayed there
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through the night. She couldn’t sleep, afraid it might spring out and squeeze the air
from her lungs while she was dreaming. A monster, like. In the daytime, it turned
up at the corners of her vision, while she worked on the computer, while she
cooked her meals. It made her want to scream.
Flip, though, loved Lovie extremely. He let him coil around his arms, his neck and
chest, until, fully wrapped, he would shout for Lil, “Look! Look at us!”
The singular joy in his voice almost made Lil cry.
He made up songs about Lovie—Lovie, tender, Lovie, sweet—he danced around
the kitchen, stealing kisses from Lil between his twirls. Before, he had spent most
days furiously scrolling on his phone, the blue light from the screen deepening the
shadows of his frown. He said things like, “I don’t see how this is ever going to
end!” He had felt so far away from her. She couldn’t remember the last time they
had talked, like, really talked. She couldn’t remember the last time they had
anything new to say to each other.
But now. She wanted to love it too. She wanted it for Flip.
Flip came up behind her and whispered in her ear, “Lovie, Lovie, Lovie. Lovie Love
You.”
He curled himself around her.
*
Lovie must have known what he was doing. He must have known, by the time he
found Lil in the bath. He slithered right up to her, vibrating pleasantly, tucking his
head in the nook of her palm that hung over the rim of the tub. When Lil felt him
there, reminding her of a child or a small dog, it filled her with a new kind of
warmth.
“I think he likes me,” she told Flip later.
“What’s not to like?” said Flip.
Still, outside, it went on. The numbers jumped, daily counts on CNN, scrolling up,
up, up. Pictures of emergency morgues circulated around on the internet. Clean
white trailers filled with bodies. Lil called her sister, but she didn’t tell her about
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the snake. It felt like too much work to explain, really. She would tell Lil it was a
bad idea. Instead, Lil asked her what she was eating, asked her about the last time
she went outside. They ran out of things to say after about ten minutes.
“Gotta go,” said Lil.
Flip was waiting for her on the couch with Lovie, Lovie nuzzling his head—a head
like a fist cocked for punching—in the nook of Flip’s neck.
“What do you think he’s thinking, right now?” asked Lil.
Lovie flicked his tongue against the rough of Flip’s beard. Lil put a hand on Lovie’s
cold, smooth body, and she could have sworn she felt a flutter in his threechambered heart.
*
There was a time, before, when Lil would have said no to letting such an animal
sleep with them in their bed. Lovie, looped between them, under the blanket. She
could feel his warmth, her warmth, Flip, radiating back. Lovie made a low hum
when he slept. Lil pressed her ear to his side, felt the delicate movements of
Lovie’s single lung, in and out, in and out.
If Flip had asked, she would have told him she was happy.
“Lovie Lovie Lovie,” he said instead, before they fell asleep.
“Lovie Lovie Lovie,” she said back.
In the morning, Lovie had swallowed Flip’s left foot, all five toes and nearly to the
arch.
“Whoa!” he said as he jerked his foot away and jumped up, out of bed, still naked.
The tender curl of his penis reminded Lil of a little girl’s ringlet—delicate and
vulnerable. She pulled the duvet around herself instinctively.
“Why’d he do that?” asked Lil. The question felt dumb when she heard it out loud.
“Fuck,” said Flip. “I don’t know.”
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Lovie’s jaw had stretched beyond what either of them had thought possible. He
beheld them with his back eyes, blinking down the clear scales of his eyelids.
That morning they left Lovie twined in the bed and took a shower together, water
running hot. They kissed and lathered and then they had sex, quick and rattled,
like they had forgotten what was going on.
*
They decided it would be best if they kept Lovie out of the bedroom.
“He can sleep on the couch,” Lil said. “He’ll be comfortable out there.”
That night they climbed into bed together with the door closed, and Flip looped
his foot around hers, like he used to when they first started seeing each other,
back when everything was still new.
“How do you think he sees us?” asked Lil. “Is it still love?
“I’m sure,” said Flip. He kissed her on the cheek before falling asleep.
In the morning, they woke up to Lovie twined between them once again, tickling
Lil’s earlobe with his tongue. He was gentle, warm.
“Oh,” said Flip.
“How long has he been in here?” said Lil.
Flip didn’t answer her right away. She felt the heft of Lovie’s muscles stretch
against her, the patter of bones. She waited until she felt his weight give over and
she knew he was asleep.
“Hmm,” said Flip.
*
As the weather changed and the rules eased, they still did not go out.
When Lil’s sister called and asked to meet, safely, somewhere outside with masks,
Lil said no. She said she wasn’t feeling quite right. A headache, a tingle. She didn’t
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want to risk it.
On the couch, Flip mindlessly fingered Lovie’s mouth and tongue until he opened
wide for the arm.
“What are you doing?” said Lil.
“It’s fine,” said Flip.
“I don’t know.”
Watching them like that made Lil think about what it used to feel like to be a child.
Helpless. Like she was waiting for somebody to help her tie her own shoes.
“You seem stressed,” said Flip. “If you want, we could give you some space.”
“That’s not what I want,” said Lil. “Is that what you want?”
“Well, no,” said Flip.
“Just not too subterrestrial,” she said. No, wait. “Just not too deep.”
“Lovie Lovie Lovie,” said Flip.
*
Of course, things got worse outside again. Baseball started up, then shut down,
too quick after a wobbling first pitch. The haircuts they put off, they put off again.
There was a woman who got knifed for refusing to cover her face. People hosted
superspreader house parties, hoping for immunity, life back to what it used to be.
“What if?” said Flip, and he let Lovie swallow him up to the shoulder, the hip, the
belly button.
“Do you—” said Lil. God, they both looked happy. “Never mind.”
Flip’s body looked sweet half-gobbled. Squirming like a mermaid on the kitchen
floor. Flip’s ass looked good under the scales.
“It’s a thrill,” said Flip.
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“I prefer to observe,” said Lil, her tongue catching cotton again. Then, “Lovie,
Lovie, Lovie,” the only natural thing to say next.
*
When Lovie swallowed Flip to the neck, Lil watched Flip’s stomach heaving
through Lovie’s skin, his lungs pumping, his arms flush and meaty at his sides. It
scared her. Made her think of the outside. People waking up, yanking out their
own oxygen, dying on the floor on their way to the bathroom.
It required butter, tickles, and a broom to shoehorn him out.
“Oh my God,” said Flip. “Again.”
But Lil didn’t want him to. “Enough,” she said. She would have said more, but she
had forgotten how to start.
“It’s fine,” said Flip. “It passes the time.”
“Jeopardous,” said Lil with her cotton mouth, “more like.”
“Whatever.” Flip switched on the TV and didn’t look at her again for an hour.
*
The next time Lil found Flip inside Lovie, it was just his face poking out, just like he
was tucked, snug in a sleeping bag, wrapped up to the ears. Outside, children
pulled down their masks to stick out their tongues at each other. Virus swirled in
the air as they walked.
What was once normal had begun to feel so far away. Lil started to doubt if she
would ever want to go back to a crowded bar, sit next to a stranger on an airplane,
gather around a table with people she hadn’t seen in forever, breathing freely, all
at once, out into space. She was getting so used to things, the way they were.
There was comfort in them.
Lil’s sister had left her a voicemail: “Hey. Haven’t heard from you in a while. Just
thought I’d check in. I miss you. I hope you’re safe. Give me a call when you get
this. It’s kind of lonely over here, you know?”
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Lil thought about texting her back, but she wasn’t sure what she would say. Flip
was whispering to her out of the snake, out of Lovie’s own mouth, “I love you, I
love you, I love you.”
His face looked so sweet, so open. He gleamed, slick with saliva, eyes wide, lips
curled into a smile. It made her think of what he must have been like as a baby—
baby Flip, just now learning what the world was.
“I love you too,” she said. So much tenderness she could hardly bear it. “I’ve never
loved you more.”
With his upturned face he beckoned her, “Come on,” he said, “it’s nice in here. It’s
safe.”
And he did look so happy.
Outside, the deaths had crept up far beyond initial predictions. When was the
point, Lil wondered, when she became so numb to those numbers? It had all
become so easy to ignore. Flip slid down, away from her, smiling.
She held her breath and crawled inside.

ANNIE VITALSEY holds an MFA from Arizona State University and was the 201920 Olive B. O’Connor Fellow in Fiction at Colgate University. Her stories have
appeared in Reed Magazine, Bennington Review, Juked, Pacifica Literary Review,
Bat City Review, and elsewhere. She currently lives in Phoenix, AZ.
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CHAOTIC ORDER
A Conversation with Joshua Nguyen

Photo by Elisa Fuhrken
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Joshua Nguyen is the author of Come Clean (University of Wisconsin Press),
winner of the 2021 Felix Pollak Prize in Poetry, and the chapbook “American Lục
Bát for My Mother” (Bull City Press, 2021). He is a queer Vietnamese-American
writer, a collegiate national poetry slam champion (CUPSI), and a native
Houstonian. He has received fellowships from Kundiman, Tin House, Sundress
Academy For The Arts, and the Vermont Studio Center. He is the Wit Tea coeditor for The Offing Mag, the Kundiman South co-chair, a bubble tea
connoisseur, and he loves a good pun. He is a PhD student at the University of
Mississippi, where he also received his MFA.

Come Clean, the winner of the Felix Pollak Prize in Poetry as selected by Carmen
Giménez Smith, was published by University of Wisconsin Press in November
2021.
Ellie Black and Maggie Graber are respectively the senior poetry editor and the
poetry editor of Yalobusha Review.

EB: Hi Joshua! Congratulations on your debut collection. It’s always so exciting to
have someone in our program release a book—even more so while they’re still in
our midst. How does it feel to have this book come out while you’re still actively in
the community where you wrote many of these poems?
MG: And how does it feel now that the book is officially “in the world” and not a
document saved to the cloud or a hard drive?
JN: Hello y’all! Thank you so much for the kudos and for interviewing me! I will try
to answer both of your questions at the same time: there is a lot of pride and a lot
of fear. There is pride because I love that the main architecture of my book
happened during my time here at UM, and pride that during readings, I can segue
into talking about how certain poems were written during certain workshops (I
constantly reference how my poem “Wisconsin Has a Place In My Heart & I Just
Want it to Let Go” was written in a workshop with January Gill O’Neil). I also feel
pride in the fact that I’ve had many mentors and colleagues see early versions of
these poems, and that I am able to bask in the UM community that made me feel
at home.
And it’s been very nice seeing people have my book and post about it on social
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media. For a while, the entire book felt unreal to me. There was something about
constantly scrolling the PDF and sending over various versions that made me feel
like it was all part of some elaborate joke or bit. But when I first held an author
copy of my book (that Ellie actually now owns!), it felt too real—terrifyingly real.
For a while, I was afraid to even read through it all the way. And seeing other
people have it—for example, like people in the UM program—exponentially
increases that fear, because now there is a tangible thing (that they may or may
not like) in their life forever!
It’s hard for me to take a compliment. It’s probably Asian-American-influenced
imposter syndrome—and probably trust issues—but any time someone says they
like the book, I can’t help but wonder what they don’t like about the book.
EB: I totally understand that feeling. Let’s talk a little more about fear and
vulnerability here; there’s a lot of both within the book. How do you approach
writing about trauma and anxiety, especially regarding real events in your life? I’d
also love to hear about the photos of you in the book—knowing you to be a fairly
reserved and self-conscious person, I was surprised and delighted that the
pictures had such a central role in the collection. How did you decide to include
them and organize them, and what do you hope they add for the reader?
JN: In regards to this book, I never thought that I would be able to write some of
these poems because I tucked them away in the corner of my memory for so long.
But once I thought about the metaphor of compartmentalizing/cleaning, and
thinking of Mitski and Marie Kondo as aspirational goals for the speaker, I was
able to write about a lot of trauma knowing I could lean on the metaphor for my
own personal safe-keeping.
I also took a lot of creative liberties with these poems that are rooted in memory.
For example, I have never been to Wisconsin! With these liberties, I’m able to
create some distance from the real and to look at a poem objectively in order to
effectively edit it.
Thanks for asking about the polaroids! I’m proud of them! It started off as a
marketing idea I had for the book before the book even won the Felix Pollak Prize.
Then, my partner Elisa Fuhrken helped me stage each photograph (she took them
in the dark since the exposure was always too bright on my camera). I think they
can be read as a visual marker of vulnerability for the speaker. The photos were
inspired by the late photographer Ren Hang, who would often take nude
photographs of Asian bodies in very visceral and exposed ways. I wanted to
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channel that type of photography and mix it with this idea of the quotidian that is
prevalent throughout the book.
I am also thinking about Natasha Tretheway and her use of the sonnet and
incorporation of ekphrasis work. The sonnet is the Polaroid of poetry: In both
mediums, there is an image, or feeling, that is captured. There is an urgency in the
economy of lines in the sonnet and the economy of the number of Polaroids one
has in a camera. The urgency or constraint of each can create productive tension.
I wanted the Polaroids in my book to provide a tension between silliness,
vulnerability, and the domestic. In the Polaroid that begins the first section of the
book, some people see a figure cleaning a bathtub, throwing up in a bathtub, or
praying over a bathtub—I liked the fluidity of the image, and it parallels this idea of
fragmented memory that recurs in the poems of the book. How to return to a
memory, or a moment, can give off different feelings or visual cues.
MG: I love that—the fluidity of the image. A few minutes after reading this
response for the first time, I’m still thinking about the sonnet being the Polaroid of
poetry, which has me thinking more about form. In Come Clean, you engage with
so many traditional poetic forms (aubade, haibun, cento, pantoum, ghazal) and
also with forms of your own making (“Google Calendar for My Imposter
Syndrome” and the American Lục Bát poems, which adapt the Vietnamese Lục Bát
form). I also once heard you say (in Beth Ann Fennelly’s Form, Craft, & Influence
class) that “structure” was your main mode of crafting poems, so I’m really
interested in the way you approach the architecture of a poem. Can you talk a
little about your relationship to poetic structures and forms, perhaps in relation to
themes of clutter, tidying, and organization which the book explores?
JN: I think I grew up as a pretty competitive kid. So I am always drawn to games, or
really any sort of challenge. So I like to think of different poetic forms as different
games with their own rules. And the challenge of learning the rules and
implementing them excites me! I think giving myself some type of constraint in
certain poems allows for a kind of pressure that can produce something polished.
If I stare at a blank page, hoping to write something, the vastness of the blank page
can be overwhelming. But if I begin with a constraint, it can help me narrow my
focus more easily.
In terms of the forms in Come Clean, the speaker strives to become “clean” or
more “tidy.” And I wanted to enact this drive towards organization through the
use of some poetic forms. The speaker is trying to declutter themself while the
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writer is trying to declutter the line. Of course, once I had that architecture for the
book, I could also juxtapose the idea of untidiness within a very concise form—or I
can do the opposite, and have the idea of tidiness while the enjambment of the
poem seems to have a chaotic order. I think about my poem, “A Failed American
Lục Bát Responds,” and how the rules of the form break down as we get deeper
into the anguish found in that particular poem. The form breaks down as the
speaker breaks down.
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ORANGE-PEELED LAMENTS
Kan Ren Jie

“天乌乌 / 欲落雨 – Ti Or Or / Bei Lor Hor
                             The sky is getting dark / the rain is coming” – A Hokkien Children’s
Song

He remembers the oranges. Peels jutting. Skin-drenched. Skin tied. A knot
a kitchen, grime under the tiles. Grime
in Mother’s words. They were coming

for the stones, Mother said. They were coming—
the backyard, muscular arms, ripping timber. Lumber men. Corrugated-steel men.
Mother was, of course, trying to stop them. Hands
bleeding sour. Hands, splayed with sweat. Ti Or
Or. Bei Lor Hor.
Lullaby, citrine.     Lullaby sky,    blackened, discarded like pulp. Ghut ah Ghut.
Digging. Their digging.                 These stones       these men        removing
sideboards. Curtains.
Removing living rooms. Removing living, false teeth
Drenched in motor-oil.  A curtain ripped. A sky, glaring. Ti  Or Or.

Beh Lor Hor.    Black Ti       Black sky. The
puppy eyes. Cut, this orange—
this squeezed skin, flattened lungs—these peels   crinkly,
crumbling like skin.   Her veins pulsed, attempting to quiet—attempting to blind.
Stop,   stop—her cries floating, now
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putrid this  body—for the house, wooden rafters—can only take
these tears. Beh Lor Hor,                 Beh

Lor Hor—the rain, these hands
dripping sweat. His hands know
their heavy sweat. Stop stop,
but how powerless, this sweat-drenched shirt. Mother, learning
to stifle cries. The strange-faced men
will always take,

never wait,

never—till pebbles, till rocks, till little grained-ones, large grained-ones:
timber beams removed.
Nails digging into flesh. Till all that’s left—scooped portions of light.
An orange, a stone. The remnant of a house, the fading grasp of flesh. The son
looks at his mother.
Becoming then, her cries.

KAN REN JIE is a Singaporean writer living in Shanghai. He studied Literature and
Creative Writing at Yale-NUS College, and currently works as a Global Writing
and Speaking Fellow at New York University Shanghai. His poems have been
featured at Spittoon Monthly , The Parliament Literary Journal , and Voice & Verse

Poetry Magazine . He is currently working on a manuscript that imagines new
histories surrounding artifacts about Christianity in China.
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AFTER CHRISTOPHER WOOL,
UNTITLED, 1991
R.J. Lambert
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un der the rug         a reg
ular          abomi   nat i on

on  ly         a car to       on       mi   rage
or   st      raw to    break   the came  l
out back be hind the slid ing frame

if th is     point an dc lick   fame
is raz or jaw or in stag ram par
iah   (par cel & par ty)   towhat

ex tent do I o wet his pleas an try?
even     tu    ally       y’all enter       an
even     ing al   read y   ren  de    red

all road s con verge to reg u late
a    reg     u   lar       ab dom           in
al & all           the     for est ss urge
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R.J. LAMBERT’s debut poetry collection, Mind Lit in Neon, is newly available from
Finishing Line Press. Other poems have appeared in Copper Nickel, Harpur Palate,
and Tupelo Quarterly, and are forthcoming in The Worcester Review and the
anthology Without a Doubt (New York Quarterly Books). He teaches science
writing and health communication at the Medical University of South Carolina
and can be found online at rj-lambert.com.
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2 POEMS
Gabriella Graceffo

GABRIELLA GRACEFFO is a queer poet and photographer reckoning with
sexuality, religion, environmental degradation, and gender through interwoven
forms. She serves as an Associate Editor of Poetry Northwest and a Poetry Editor
of CutBank. Her work has been published in Juked, The MacGuffin, The Allegheny
Review, and other publications. She is a second-year MFA candidate at the
University of Montana.
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ELEGY WITH FORCEPS
Amanda Gaines

Once, the sky was scrubbed blue & you
carved a hole deep enough to hold
my ankles in. Back then, cherry blossoms
just everywhere. Flycatchers scissor-tailing
the glass of black rivers. Us, untangling
on a floor-bound bed, the sun rising
in dust. Now,
I’m interested in things I can fix
in one day. Peeling wallpaper. Smoothing over
scuffed floors. Chipped purple nailpolish.
I take notes. Refer to the proper charts.
Indicate need even when I don’t need
to. Fearlessness becomes fuschia-bright.
A firework that doesn’t burn through your hands.
A good bad kiss that opens your throat & rings
metallic. Here,
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there are no broken hearts.
Someday, maybe sutures. Maybe
our ribs, reeled open with ivy. There’s a galley
full of blue squirrels and bumblebees, glitter
pouring from new wounds. Lilac boughs
spun from sugar. Anaesthetics wrapped
in thin silver paper.
I want to feel everything.

AMANDA GAINES is a Ph.D.
candidate in CNF in OSU’s
creative writing program. She
is the nonfiction editor of Into
the Void. Her poetry and
nonfiction are published or
awaiting publication in The
Oyez Review, Gravel,
Typehouse, Pithead Chapel,
The Citron Review, Yemassee,
Redivider, New Orleans
Review, Southeast Review,
The Southern Review, Juked,
Sweet, and Ninth Letter.
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THE MILK THIEF
Joe Milazzo
the gleam i can’t
fence in i attract
with sidle and pail
pacifying that spotted
dog testing the rod
that straps his leash
6 days of undoing
for the sake of 1 day
to scratch fattening
never necessities ripe
for the gathering
from the fiery floor
of a dingy pot
panic my only
mate my mouth always
drenched zealous
for a spurt to overtake
the nettles
trespassing on my hay
how i pine for some
fertile salving to plaster
some favor to transpire
in the happening
parlor light sputtering
in the sun searchless
beneath the moon
the belfry isn’t breached
the barn not burning
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smoke won’t gulp
until the tapers
have been snuffed
bottle or teat
docile or stricken
tutor my foolhardy
throat temper my brass
freeze my bombardments
in their tracks

JOE MILAZZO is the author of the novel
Crepuscule W/ Nellie, two volumes of
poetry — The Habiliments and Of All
Places In This Place Of All Places — and
several chapbooks (most recently,
@p_roblem_s). His writings have
appeared in Black Clock, Black Warrior
Review, BOMB, Prelude, Tammy, Texas
Review and elsewhere. He is an Associate
Editor for Southwest Review and the
Founder/Editor-In-Chief of Surveyor
Books. Joe lives and works in Dallas, TX,
and his virtual location is http://www.joemilazzo.com.
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2 POEMS
Katherine Franco

Dear Saint Theresa,

You were doctor: I doctor
Myself. I doctorly decorum.
Was there a day you chose
to reach into your core
and make it new? I feel the beating
Heart of beating pain, beating me
Alive. Is there anything else
to remind you of life-love? I ate fig
and tried. Sweetness, oh life, etc.
In reality, people are sweeter
than they seem on internet. All
feet. And mouths. And speak, opening
day up. I forgot I could stand
Up in a room and pronounce still.
Myself. I forgot the art. Shier than before,
I accept it. Like going to school first
Time, learning to speak. Okay so this
is pedagogical. I made
promise to get better.
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Dear Saint Theresa,

How can you be
in pain for years
on end without
End? I didn’t Know
I strove
to seek to strove—
to dove. The doves
beckoned. No, they didn’t
idiot. You don’t even
know words for birds.
You wouldn’t even
know a bird for a word.
You wouldn’t talk
to a bird. You wouldn’t
talk to anyone
about anything. But then
again, who is good enough
to hear things? Not
I. I wouldn’t expect anyone
to get me at an airport,
I wouldn’t expect someone
to find me worth a car.
I wouldn’t expect you to pull
a Toyota out of a garage
to pull me into its backseat.

KATHERINE FRANCO is a writer and artist. You can find her words and images
published by Pilot Press, SPAM zine, and the Oxford Review of Books, among
other places. She is an MSt student in English at the University of Oxford.
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QUALITY CHECK.
Nate Hoil

I’m playing guitar and everyone hates it.
And everyone hates me.
And they want me to live a long and painful life.
I suck down a pint glass and I black out for 100 years,
wake up rich as a chocolate cake.
My brain cells fade like old lights on a Christmas tree.
And I do two things: I make mistakes and I make purchases.
And I walk in on my dead body orgasming on the ground.
Mark my words
with this pen on this paper.
The sunrise foreshadows my imminent shadow.
I open the blinds and I stand there frowning.
One road might take me to the end of the road.
What’s the worst thing that could appear in the dark of the night?
Me in a rock band you can hear throughout your house.
I’m not an adult, I’m older than time.
I break both my legs for good luck.

You can find more of NATE HOIL’s work at natehoil.com.
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RAW
Madeline Simms

Albeit, the pale winter
cloisters the paper body
inside a house, careful frames
chaste and avoidant on the ice outdoors,
the cold beds this flesh envelope
all the same. People naked for longer hours
under duvets and forgetting breath.
Winter skin rips because it touches
everything we can afford to touch
—betrayal like my kitchen sink, clogged
because I’ve been cleaning
all of my dishes—all of my meals
made with all of my hands.
Cleanliness, next to loneliness,
the swollen oatmeal
palmed and coming
up like the only response
to undercover touch.
Elbow grease in grease and
on hands and on knees
yes. oh yes
The kitchen sink has fucked me again
And Oh my god
from behind, the boiling water
I poured down the sink
to drain the drain
frees like a perverted geiser,
spouting onto my back—
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burning and for sure
blistering. An almost sun pain
poised against the long
winter window.
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